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The Rhodes Quartet will play
Applications are now available
at the International Ball, Nov. 7 at for any interested students of a
the Civic Auditorium.
sophomore status or higher, for
The ball is sponsored by the the Air Force ROTC year
International Center, and beginning September 1970.
semi-formal or formal dress will Testing is being scheduled
be worn. Admission for members immediately and all applications
is $1.50 per person, $2 for UNM must be completely processed by
students and $2.50 for March 1970, Interested students
non-students.
may pick up applications at the
The dance will run from 8 p.m. Air Force ROTC building, Bldg.
until 12:30 a.m. Ticketu are being Y-1. For information call
sold at the Office of International 277-4502.
Services and at the International
Center.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: .Joumalism Building. Room
RATES: 7o per word, 20 word mini159, afternoons preferably or mail.
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N .M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in fuU prior to insertion of advertisement.

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people are being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting, Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for appointment. 11/6
SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirts, vests. NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MlRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
205, .Journalism Bldg.
YEAR-OLD registered Deagle biteh to
give away. 344-8306.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
hc-.ndquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbngs. 243·7909.
SENIOR-Be oure nnd have your class
l,icture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-thr~ poses, three prints. Call 277.0743 to schedule it at your convenience.
GUAYMAS-SAN CARLOS: Trip planned
by ALBUQUERQUE SCUDA DIVERS
during Christmas nnd semester breaks.
Interested 'l Come to our next meeting,
Friday, November 7, 7 P.ll!., Hospitality
Room of First National Bank BuildingEast, or call 842-9210. 11/7

2)

Wednesday, Navembet• 5
McDQnneU Douglas Corporation, DougJan Aircraft Company-ChE, CE, Computer Sci. EE, Engr. Mechani~, Gen,E.
Ind.E,, Mfg.E., Math, ME, Metallurgical
E, Physics
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company-ME,
EEl, CE, ChE (BS, MS, PhD)
Texas InS~truments Ineorporated-IE,
EE, ME, ChE, Metallurgical E. (BS, MS,
PhD)
Haskins & Sells-Accounting
:Ptirroughs Corpora.tion-Busincss Administration, Accounting
State Highway Commission of KansasCE (BS, MS)
Hughes Tool Company-ME, CE, IE
(BS)
.
Ernst & Ernst-Accounting (BBA,
MBA)
Thursday, November 6

RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

Phone 877·1 034

Incorporated-IE,

EE, ME, ChE, Metallurgical E. (BS, MS,
PhD)

OKIE'S

you

can't find
Anywhere, ,
.esye~i,ally at such a rea- '
/ soqab,le price.
'
'
Take a trip to

104 BEER

'

every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

now you can SEE
anything you want

STUDENT DISCOUNTS. Playboy, American Astrology, Art News, all major
magazines. Sec American Bank of Commerce in SUB for subscriptions from
UNM student representatives. 11/5

LOST & FOUND

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business

For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

SERVICES

RENT-A$1.oo a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depooit
Lower Monthlv Rate

Buck's 2~ 5 ~entals

TYPING SERVICE: theses, term papers,
dissertations. Reasonable rates. Doris
.J ack.son 296-2548. 11/6
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or night.
My home-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 2420439. 11/7

Color Available

LOOK

FORSALE

LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver. L<!t the Phi Delts light
your way. 24 3-0066.
MARTIN 0-18 gnitar with soft shell case,
e.~ceUent condition. $180. 277-5468. ll/6
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great con·
dition, air conditioning, 2 spkr. radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.
FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end. custom seat,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
Worke-d over. Needs a rew very minor
:iobs done. $218, Owner also is looking
for .a. Hatley rigid frame for a 74 ..
Phone 277-5011 Grant after S p.m. Mon-

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. ·268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

USTA1t1UNT~

ARLO GUTHRIE oo§:~

slarnng
COLOR by DeLuxe

.

LOBO
. 265-4759

$1.25

Suddenly SH was caught·
up in a whirlpool of desires.
Would HE take her

ALL

He made evil an art ..

THE WAY

DOWN
"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

~imciE9s

plus previews of
SANDIA PEAK
TAOS
ANGEL FIRE
PURGATORY
Civic Auditorium
Saturday, Nov. 8, 7:30 PM

WAC council president, Wiles Hallock,
the action of Wyoming coach Lloyd
Eaton in the recent dismissal of 14 athletes
from the football squad, BSU member
Barbra Brown reported to the Senate last
night.
Miss Brown was one of two black
students sent to a meeting of students at
Ft. Collins, Colorado this week to discuss
"the racist policies set by B.Y.U." The
student delegations from WAC member
schools also attended the WAC council
meeting being held in Denver this week to
attempt to make a presantation.
In other action, Senate approved
funding bills for the men's ski team, the
sport parachute club, and the
Engineer's Joint Council; passed a '
resolution concerning thefts in the I·
P.E. locker rooms, and set up next
week's meeting as an "open
forum" to discuss a proposed SDS
sponsored, ASUNM funded, book
co-operative.
"In a private meeting Halleck
said he was in favor of Eaton's
decision, and was not in favor of
dropping Brigham Young
University from the WAC," said
Miss Brown.
:·
"He said he felt the athletes
were dismissed not because they
were black, but because they
broke a rule, and he was not sure
the players constitutional rights
were abridged," said Miss Brown.
The WAC council voted early
in their convention to prohiJ>it all
student delegations, other than
one from U. of Arizona which had
applied for time previous to the
meeting, from making a
presentation. They also issued a
statement saying "they were not
in a position to review individual
requests for review of the
Wyoming controversy because the
case was now in federal litigation. ·
"They said they did this on
legal advice," said Miss Brown.
"The presentation made by
University of Arizona spokesman
Gale Dean concentrated on the
fact that there were no blacks in
decision making process at the
WAC meeting, but decisions made
by the council would be binding
on black students," said Miss
Brown.
Dean asked that individual
athletes be allowed to decide
whether or not to play in games
against BYU, she said.
ASUNM monies for the first
~cks

'""'JlLL~

MISCELLANEOUS

Thursday, November 6, 1969

Student Senate··

GIRL OR GUY to sew clothe!. Shire
Leather Shop. NE corner o£ Edith and
Candelnria on the tmtio. 11/6

7)

Vol. 73

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

EMPLOYMENT

6)

MEXICO
Blacks Protest WAC Council Actio n

Duhe Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories

to interview candidates for positions:

Instruments,

NE\N

following

wm visit the Center

1968 HONDA SCRAMDLER 125--c>.ccllent
cond. 2 helmets. $325. 243-0846. 11/10

TUTORING: French-conversation and
101-102. After 4:30 and weekends.
842-9698. 11/5
IRONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery_ Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
. 247-8737. 11/6

5)

•ona Divislon-EE, PhySICS ( BS, MS,
PhD) ME (liS, MS)
•
Union Cnrbide Cor_voration--Chemicals
& Plnstics Division-CitE, ME, EE & Organic Chemistry ( BS, MS)

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJII

Texas

.

1967 MUSTANG. 12,000 miles. Like new
298-4878. See anytime. Mel Daniels. 11/11

FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outside Snrn Reynolds Hall. morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
LOST Wed. night in the liiliVersity area:
black, female kitten with olive green
eyes, about six months old. No collar.
Reward. 842-5418.
LOST: NOTEBOOK, MATH 265. Please
caU Dava Thomas, 242-6424. Reward.
11/10

3)

Recruiters representing the

companies or agencies

.

Goodyear Aerosv~ce Co~poratlon, Ar1•

Recruiting U

day through Thursday and Sunday afternoon.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
interior. 18,000 miles; very good eondi...
tion. Contaet Gerhard Motors, 255·5549.
'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. Loaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monnco, four door hardtop.
$1750. 243-0315. 11/7
200 USED TV's. all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255·5987. 11/27
ROYAL
STANDARD
TYPEWRITER,
$60, 620 Santa Fe, SE, before noon.
Bruce Moffitt. 11/6
PERFECT GTO. 1968 auto, beautiful white
with white, new 6 ply Po]yg]ass. Must sell,
near wholesale, before Fri. 265-358(;. E><t.
237. 11/6

PERSONALS

ministration (BBA)

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllll\1111111111111111111111111111111111\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

AFROTC

International Ball

1)

Wednesday, November 5,1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

For Adults

Stud9nb $1.50
12,05 3111 C.ntrat HE
1:25
2:45
4:05
5:25

'i

semester total 121,182, said ASUNM
Treasurer Steve Terry last night. "We have
an excess of 17,000 to work with in the
reserve fund after considering money
already allocated."
'l'he figures officially compiled, Senate
was free to allocate money to individual ·
organizations.
They approved $801 to support the
men's ski team, $500 to support the sport
parachute team, and $930 to the
Engineer's Joint Council. A request from
the UNM cheerleader's for $500 for
expenses during the basketball season was
referred to the newly re-formed Rally
Committee for their recommendation.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
ClASSIFIEiD ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

I
I
I
1st
Coli
I
I
SPECIAL RESEAL SERVICE
I
I
Remove,
Dismantle,
and
Thorough
Inspection
I
Regular $28 service now $19.95 for University I
and staff. This coupon also entitles stu·
1.. $19.95 students
dents and staff to a special discount on all parts I
.I with this ad and .service.
I
• One Day Service
I
I.
• Free Customer
• Budget
(W.A.C.)
I
service all types of automatic and standard transmissions.·~
I We
Differential and clutch work available.
I
Hours: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. daily
I
7 a.m.-1 p.m·. Satordalf
I
1805 Lomas N.E.
I
I
1242-5211]
I

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 wards)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING-~-

Towing

Terms

·'

.. ---------- -·

ENCLOSED $•---~

PlACED BY~.----------

Police
Break Up
Cambridge
Anti-War
Picket Lines

No.38

· WAC Council
6

DENVER - UPI -The Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) council abruptly ended
its meeting Wednesday afternoon after a
scheduled session was disrupted by a group
of black students protesting doctrines of
the Mormon Church and WAC policies
relating to the issues .
WAC Commissioner, Wiles Hallock, said
the council would not take "hasty or
drastic action," and announced the council
would "resume its deliberations in the near
future at another time and place." A
Wednesday afternoon WAC news
conference was cancelled.
'
Refuse to Leave
WAC officials said the group of about

CAMBRIDGE, MASS- (UPI)
Riot-equipped police wielding night-sticks
waded into 300 retreating anti-war
demonstrators today after breaking up their
picket lines in front of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) war-related
laboratory.
Several persons, including two newsmen,
were hurt as police clashed with the
demonstrators. One person was arrested.
The picketing was organized by the
November Action Coalition (NAC), an
umbrella group of several militant student
organizations.

40 students walked into a hotel meeting
room at the Cosmopolitan Hotel just prior
to a scheduled session and refused to leave,
The students eventually were given a
meeting room in the hotel and all but two
of them left the WAC session.
The spokesmen said the council recessed
its meeting, the two students left, and the.
meeting reconvened for about an hour and
then was recessed indefinitely.
Chuck Campbell, chairman of the
steering committee of the Black Student
Alliance at the Denver Center of the
University of Colorado, said after the
incident the WAC officials would not deal
with them.
"No Negotiations"
"We see that the WAC is not
willing to negotiate," Campbell
said. "They are not willing to
listen to reasonable demands by
black people.
"They are no longer interested
in working with black people."
The council, meeting in Denver
since Monday, has been plagued
throughout by questions
stemming from a black student
protest against Brigham Young
University (BYU)~ operated by
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (Mormon).
Hear Protest
Tuesday, WAC officials heard a
protest from representatives of
the Black Student Alliance at the
University of Arizona who urged
that BYU be ousted from the
conference because of the "racist
doctrine of the Mormon Church."
Campbell said Wednesday
afternoon his group planned to
participate in setting up "a
communications network" to
distribute what he called the "real
issue."
Among those issues, he said,
were questions relating to
suspensio.n of BYU, black
students' protests against
conference practices,
reinstatement of black students
suspended at the University of
Wyoming, more opportunity for
black athletes, and a reprimand of
football coach Lloyd Eaton, who
suspended 14 black athletes for
wearing black armbands in a
meeting.
The protest of Negro players at
Wyoming was the most recent
outbreak of black student
criticisnl against the Provo, Utah
school.

MIT's Instrumentation Laboratory is
situated. They drove the demonstrators back
and forced them to retreat into a nqrrower
side street.
The demonstrators, picketing in a cold,
driving rain, hurled obscenities at the police,
but made no overt move toward them- The
police phalanx closed with demonstrators,
policemen broke line and began swinging
nightsticks.

Several Injuries
Cambridge City Hospital said "several"
persons were taken to the emergency room
for treatment. On Monday, a superior court
Didn't Request Police
judge issued a restraining order prohibiting
Though police struck two days after MIT the action coalition from occupying MIT
was granted a court order against an NAC buildings or facilities. Upon confrohtation, a
attempt to head off violence on the campus, police lieutenant told the militant youths
a Cambridge police spokesman said MIT did they faced charges of unlawful assembly ~nd
arrest if they did not disperse. ·
not request police action.
UPI reporter Richard Gaines and Boston
_ ''We made the decision to move in
because the situation warranted," the police Globe reporter Parker Donham were hit by
police· after they were cornered between
official said.
About 200 policemen, a f~w carrying buildings. Both wore blue press arrrtbands
rifles, marched down Osborn Street where and infonne d the police they were newsmen.

.,
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Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

Editorial Phone. (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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By KEN MARLOWE
The Air Force has abolished the job of the civilian
financial expert who first called Congress' attention to
skyrocketing costs on the hugH C5A tran~port plane ... He has
since been fired. Proxmire says it's a reprisal ... ,
Thirty lawyers have petitioned to halt Seale's trial until
Seale is allowed to handle his own defense...
.
Senate and House negotiators agreed Tuesday· on a $20.7
billion military budget bill :that gives the Defense Department
every weapon it asks for, and then some.
The Justice Department has denied a permit for the mass
demonstration scheduled for Nov. 15 on Pennsylvania
Avenue, because of some persons "planning to foment
violence."
Students in Temperance, Michigan, had a one-day holiday
when a youth pulled the wires on all 49 school bus~s. in the
6200-student district. He had been suspended from r1dmgthe
buses for disciplinary reasons.

Editorial

Inappropriate Celebration
We cannot forget for a few days that
UNM's Vietnam Moratorium Committee
is discussing the posibility of making its own Americans and Vietnamese will be dying in a
unique contribution to the University's senseless war while we go to the football
Homecoming activities, which ironically game and watch the coronation of a
coincide with two days of more somber Homecoming queen.
activity - the November Moratorium.
We do not wish to undermine or spoil
The Moratorium Committee's plans, Homecoming, for while it is not important
although tentative and dependent on the to us in the light of current developments
amount of student support they can muster, and a new note of pessimism on the Vietnam
call for the building of a Homecoming float war, we recognize that it is important to a
that will serve as a reminder that there really large portion of the University community.
isn't much to be festive about this
All we ask is that students show enough
Homecoming season.
After President Nixon's address to the concern for our involvement in the war in
nation Monday, we are having a difficult Vietnam that they make an effort to keep
time getting excited about Homecoming the issue of war in front of them during
queen elections, mums, football games, and Homecoming and recognize how
ali of the other festivities that' annually mark inappropriate such a celebration is as long as
the celebration of one of the oldest we are overshadowed by death and
traditions on college campuses.
destruction.
' .... But, Then, This Isn't Really A War.'

· lj.

.

Free Press
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved a bill Tuesday
to pennit joint operations of two competing newspapers. in
the same city. How this diff,ers from Pravda and the SoVIet
Literary Gazette was not explained - presumably our
system, run on a profit basis, would print all the news -even
when our Nation's Leader's daughters were arrested for
marijuana.
Congress passed a resolution declaring Nov. 9 a national
day of prayer for U.S. POW's in Vietnam. Prayer ain't going
to stop the war, folks. Nixon isn't listening ...
Jesse Curry, Dallas Police Chief when Kennedy was shot,
said Wednesday that he could not prove Lee Harvey Oswald
was the assassin. "We don't have proof he fired the rifle,"
Curry said. "No one has been able to positively put him in
that building with a gun in his hand."
j

~
-, oj

Lobo Review

A· Ride Down

~Abbey

By KINGFISH McMICHAEL
The lyrics are "Highway 61"
_ (CPS) - What the hell do you vintage and are open to much
say about the Beatles at this date? interpre.tati?n, but we kn?w what
Every new release, single or he's saymg JUSt from the trtle.
album, is dissected, inspected, · · "Something" - Written and
sometimes rejected, usually sung by George Harrison. This is
accepted, but never neglected. . the A·side of the single taken
Not being one to ignore. tradition, from the album with "Come
what follows is an introductory Together" as the flip. Generally
mystery tour of their new album, recognized as George's best song
"Abbey Road," the title of which to date, it's a love opus which
is taken from the street in sounds similar to "Blue Jay Way"
London's St. John's Woods where but with good atmospheric guitar
the E.M.I. recording studios are and some phasing (sounds like a
located. This has been the marble rolling through a pipe.)
birthplace of almost every song
''Maxwell's Silver Hammer" the group has ever done since Here's one you can play with for
"Love Me Do," their very first awhile. A rinky·tink innocent
single.
sounding tale sung by Paul in his
Before we begin, let me say good•time "Honey Pie" ~ "When
that I have been extremely biased I'm 64" voice, but Ws all an
in favor of the Beatles through six elaborately cor1structed ironic
years of the best music this side of setting for some real down-home
JObert Hall, so don't expect violence. you see, the hammer
anything like a unilateral Richard "came down on his head ... made
Goldstein rejection on the sure he was dead." Love the way
grounds that I can't see the forest that one syllable words like
for the trees. The L.P. contains 16 "Joan" and "scene" become
songs of varying length, 13 of • • J 0 • h 0 • h 0 h 0 a n • • a n d
which are written by Lennon and "sce-he·he·hene;o in the style of
McCartney, so we'll all be racking the late Buddy Holly.
our brains trying to come up with
"Oh! Darling" - Paul sings of
interpretations at least until
December, when their next album true love in a straight 1950's rock
will be out. I couldn't care less progression so reminiscent of "In
that there's a Jot to dig for here, the Still of the Night" and "Earth
because without tcying too hard, Angel." There are campy, rave-up
sections using some of the same
there's a lot to dig: ·
.
"Come Together" - Sung by words and intensity as "Don't Let
John, this starts out as. a takeoff Me Down."
on· Chuck Berry's "You Can't
"Octopus's Garden" - Ringo
Catch Me," but you soon realize. · sings of a place he'd like to go (in
there's more to it than just that. his yellow submarine? where

Road'

"we'll be so happy ... no one to tell
us what to do." The lyrics are
rather mediocre but it's such an
optimistic song with beautiful
Lennon·McCartney harmony that
up • and· coming composer
Richard Starkey may be forgiven.
"I Want You (She's so Heavy)"
- A very long, monotonous song
with not too many words sung by
John. It's this album's "Why
Don't We Do It in the Road" but
it's four or five times as long as
"Road" and that's too bad. You
might not hate this but then again
you won't walk around humming
it.
"Here Comes the Sun,"
George's other contribution is a
delicate tune with great crashing
cymbals and a 12-string guitar riff
right out of "Badge" by Cream on
which George played.
"Because" - Entire song is
sung in close harmony, which is
something they haven't done in a
long time. If you're a Beatie freak
this will remind you of "Yes It Is"
from "Beatles VI."
"You Never Give Me Your
Money" - ' typically tender
McCartney ballad, but that
changes at the bridge to Honky
Tonk piano, accompanying Paul's
"Lady Madonna" voice, After the
bridge it becomes another ntelody
with the line "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
all good children go to Heaven.''
Weird.
The rest of· side two is a
medley of seven songs that see01
to have no cohesive theme.
.

'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

The Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)

The New Mexico Lobq i• publbhed
daily 11very regular week of the l)niver·
sity year .by the Board of Student Pub.
lication$ of the Associated Studenh of
the Univer•ity af New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant witll second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinion• expressed on thB editorial
pagns of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is tha'
of the editorial board of .The- lobo.
Nothing necessarily representl'i the viewo
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.

Storefront Project

Will Help
'Unmotivated'
Students

. f

')

Editor:
Biased Objectivity

Incidentally it would be
interesting if Mr. Marlowe could
To the Editor:
determine the real value of one of
As a taxpayer who supports his comparisons.
$100 a day room (hospital)
UNM and possibly somewhat the
United
States, vs. "free" room
Lobo, I get tired ot the flippant
In Cuba. Take the case
(hospital)
"Pinko" tinged "reporting."
"Biased" is a mild way to describe of a person who needs free room
Mr. Marlowe's column. Of the and his income and what Medicare
four marked items, all are tinged ' or Medicaid pays and compare
with his "some other country or with a Cuban. I'm sure Mr.
government can do it better than Marlowe can find the Cuban facts.
the United States."
' . Now let us also add the
This is a ridiculousway to use "availability" that "room" in each
your journalistic talents. Why country and what one receives in
don't you become objective in hospital care in each case.
your reporting, Knock off this ~ Compare other available services
Yellow Journalism - and become for the Cuban patient "free" or
a responsible . newspaper with U,S, patient with Medicare{Mcdi·
some constructive goals in view caid and what do you have. Now
THAT would be worth reporting,
and try to reach them.
This continued tearing down or would be interesting and perhaps
·
individuals and values is only even biased, but objective.
creating an impression of
Robert W. Roberts
irresponsible journalism.
'

coordinated by a nine-member
committee, comprised of two
ASUNM students, one of whom
will be a student senator; two
ASUNM administrators; two
Alb•Jquerque Public Schools
administrators; two members of
the model neighborhood area
community, and Carl Jackson
(assistant to the Union director)
'
who will act as chairman.
Curry said yesterday he plans
to put the storefront project in
the next budget, with the
possibility of requesting more
funds if the project is successful.

G.I2API-IIC ILLU-:.TI2:ATION

Petty's jewelers
diamonds
watches
jewelry
gifts
Free Gift Wrapping
265-65<18
60E! JG:I'"I"e,R.SON N.t.

3019 Central N.E.

1'>1-BUGUE:R.GUE. 87110

Joe Boehning, Alumni
Association president, set forth
his views supporting the
University administration in
campus unrest created by "radical
students and faculty."
"Don't throw out the baby
with the bath water," said
Boehning in an article in the UNM
Alumnus newsletter. He referred
to public reaction last spring
against UNM (the baby), and the
"Love Lust Poem" (the bath
water), as "a small number of
radical students and faculty
worked to damage the
University," claimed Boehning.
He urged alumni to be
"involved" in the "days of turnoil
on college campuses." "We cannot
afford to stand by and be passive,
nor can we sit back and merely be
critical," Boehning stated.
Throughout the article,
Boehning e~couraged UNM alums
to be proud of the University, and
become well informed about any
"bad situations on campus." He
asked the alumnus to overcome
their angry "bitterness and
embarrassment" over the
"indescribably bad" poem, and
"work to eliminate this type of
material from the calssroom
without destroying the institution
in doing so."
Citing the changes made in the
English department, Boehning
enumberated the elimination of
faculty and assistants from the
UNM staff who were involved in
the poem controversy.
With the "uncertain" campus
situation around the country,
Boehning warned of possible
future "trouble" at UNM.

SAVE
i
I 33%0N

STEREO

.j

Lettel'l! are weleom.,, and should
be no longer than 250 wordJ! tn>ewrltten, double spaced. Name, U!Je.
phone number and addre~~~ mu•t be
Included, although name will be
withheld upon requ.. t.

~taffed by college students who
wm volunteer their services as
tutors, coupselors, and
researchers. "They will !lct as
outreach workers to identify
potentially able Albuquerque
High School students, provide
assistance in competing
application forms for college
board entrance exams,
scholarships, etc.," said the paper
about th.e storefront project.
They will also assist the project
director.
'
·
According to Lihn's bill, the
storefront, drop-in center will be

Alumni President
Supports Heady
On Poem Stand

The Death of Free Enterprise
A government study warned Tuesday accelerating
corporate conglomeration was rushing the United States
toward a closed economic system run by and for the moguls
of a few huge companies. In testimony accompanying the
report, University of Wisconsin economics professor Willard
Mueller said some accounting practices were used to coax
money from innocent investors under false pretenses.
"Industrial experience teaches that holders of private
economic power cannot be trusted to use it in the public
interest," he said, adding, "Today the top 200 manufacturing
corporations already control about two-thirds of all assets
held by corporations engaged primarily in manufacturing."
Someone else in history said this would happen ...
The expression, "Go west, young man," usually attributed
to Horace Greeley, actually was originated by John Babsone
Lane Soule, publisher of the Terre Haute Ind. Express, in an
1851 editorial.
Cambridge Confrontation
Operating without being asked, the First Line of Defense
cracked heads (including two reporters') at Cambridge
yesterday and took one prisoner. Two hundred armed
members of the City's forces moved in on 300 demonstrators
with dubs swinging, although no buildings had been occupied
and, according to MIT officials, the demonstration had been
peaceful. UPI reporter Richard Gaines and Boston Globe
reporter Parker Donham were hit by the First Line after they
had been cornered between buildings. Both were wearing
blue press annbands ...

Frank Lihn, a student senator,
last night introduced in Senate a
request for $3000 to finance the
first semester of the Albuquerque
Advancement Project's storefront
drop·in center.
'
ASUNM President Ron Curry
said yester!;!ay if the first semester
of the storefront program is
successful, the federal Model
Cities project may contribute
funds.
The storefront, drop-in center
will serve mainly Albuquerque
High School students. Objectives
of the project are to identify
qualified youths "with financial
need who are either unmotivated
or inadequately informed about
the opportunities available for
higher education," said a paper
prepared about the center.
Housed in a storefront, the
center will "provide individual
guidance, counseling, admissions
interviews, and follow-up
assistance," said the paper.
The storefront, drop·in center
may also provide job placement
services, and employment
- counseling, said the paper.
The Albuquerque Educational
Advancement Project will be
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TAPES!

Now there is a tape club
that gives you only
the music you want .•.
mixed singles, 45s, aIbums,
oldies, many scarce record·
ings not available. else·
where ... on reels,
cassettes, cartridges. And
no' minimum monthly or
yearly purchase is required.
Send 20¢ for a catalog
and free offer.

*D. J. STAR

1

I
'

l
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P. 0. Box 1055, Dept. 3
El Paso, Texas 7_9946

I

WESTERN GEAR is acompany ON THE MOVE! ...

making everything from miniature motors to giant telescopes

For YOU this means wide diversity of opportunity/unlimited opportunities for advancement;
interesting, challenging programs/small company atmosphere with individual attention
and recognition plus big company facilities and techniques.

If you are planning a career in
0 ENGINEERING D MANUFACTURING 0 RESEARCH
0 MARKETING 0 INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Call your Placement Bureau TODAY to make an appointment with our Company
representative, Bob Arboit, College Relations Coordinator, who will conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Thursday-November 20, 1969

:WesTeRn
GEAR CORPORATION

2600 E. Imperial Hwy. • Lynwood, Cill. 90262
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kopy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-N<> Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other Jocat!ons in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
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EQUIPMENT
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Freefall

•t

1Combined

268·4227

/
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John Reisdorf' a member of the Sport Parachute Club,
. i l show-:. 11. a
freefall from 7500 feet above ground level near Phoemx, Ar "'
.

With Minimum of Danger

Parachute Club Offers Thrills
By JEAN McANDREWS
If you're looking for a cheap
thrill with a minimum of danger,
then the Sport Parachute Club
may be the answer. Club President
Gene Tharp said yesterday the
club's $15 membership fee is the
cheapest in the United States to
introduce the beginner to "one of
the safest intercollegiate sports in
the country."

Full Line Dealer For
·Stereo Soulid Equipment

PANASONIC
CALDWELL RS-765US
4-track AC stereo tape deck • 7 11 reel • 3 tape
speeds • Push-button and lever controls •
Pause control • Fast Forward and Rewind • 3·
position digital tape counter • Automatic shutpff • ~wo VU meters • Vertical or horizontal
pperatlon • Headphone jack • Solar Bronze
dust cover • Solid-State engineered:

PANASONIC
'tthe only decent restraurant in Santa fe

11

San francisco magazine

(1JRYAOA
East Mndian

Mandarin

The fee covers training, first
jump, and use of club equipment
as long as membership lasts. The
novice must go through a four to
five hour training session
conducted by Tharp and John
Reisdorf, club safety officer,
A written quiz is taken at the
end of training, and the student is
drilled on any incorrect answers; a
knowledge of the basic safety
regulations is essential. The club is
a member of the United States
Parachute Association, and abides
by the safety regulations set up by
the association.
Teaching parachuting
technique is an important part of
the training. Tharp said the most
important thing is to remain
stable in the air by relaxing and
staying in an arch position,
insuring a face-down fall. The
first-timer jumps from 3200 feet
above ground level and hits the
ground about three minutes later.
On Your Own
When asked to describe the
feeling of jumping out of an
airplane more than 3000 feet
above the ground, Tharp
answered, "I don't think anybody
could explain that. There's no
other feeling like it; you're
completely on your own."
Commenting on the safety of
the sport, Tharp said: "Too many
people have too many
misconceptions about
parachuting." The purpose of the
club, he said, besides furthering
the sport, is to "make sure that it
remains a safe one." The
possibility of the parachute failing
to open is slim, but the jumper
carries a reserve parachute, which
has been packed by a certified
rigger, and which can open
automatically, to be doubly sure.
On the beginner's first five jumps,
a "static line" from the airplane
pulls the cord in case he panics.
Landing isn't as rough as it
looks in the movies; a 170·180
pound man with backpack and
reserve parachutes (which
together weigh 40 pounds) will
usually hit the ground with the
same impact as if he had jumped
from a six·foot ledge, A 110

pound woman will feel as if she
had jumped from a height of four
and a half feet.
Parachute Team
The club goes jumping every
Sunday all year around at a "drop
zone" near Belen. The club
"dropped" its first female
member, Dolores Roberts, last
Sunday. Professors Waldie, and
Rutkowski, of art education, also
took their first jumps Sunday.
There are 26 jumpers in the club
at present, and Tharp said it
welcomes new members,
especially girls who would like to
try something new. Students
under 21 must have parents'
permission.
Six members of the Sport
Parachute Club are also members
of the UNM Parachute Team,
which will compete this year in
meets in the area. They will also
attend the National Collegiate
Championships in Zephyrhills,
Florida during Thanksgiving. One
team member, Jeff Russell, has
made 1500 jumps and was the
national collegiate overall
champion two years ago.
Team members compete in. two
areas: accuracy and style. The
accuracy event involves landing in
the center of a 20·meter
pea-gravel target. A perfect
landing would. be in the center of
the target, an orange circle 10
centimeters in diameter.
Style is judged in a 25-second
freefall in which turns and back
loops on a given heading are
performed. 'The competition
events are done from as high as
6600 feet above the ground and
involve vertical speeds of up to
210 miles au hour.
Tharp emphasized that such
height and speed. is strictly for
competition and shouldn't alarm
beginners. He said h1;1 has been
involved in many sports, but has
"never found anything that
compares to this." Anyone
interested in taking the giant leap
can con tact Gene Tharp,
president, at 298·2310, or John
Reisdorf at 344·6252.

something
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special?

Dinner 6 until 10
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Gerry McDonnell was, until
two weeks ago, a patient at
Bernalillo Cnunty Mental Health
Center.
He now is the originator of the
First of Albuquerque
Corporation, a proposed company
which will set up training,
employment, and evaluation
services for addicts, alcoholics,
convicts, and mental patients.
The First of Albuquerque
Corporation is not yet a legal
entity, but McDonnell expects the
paper to be drawn up by the Legal
Aid Society, and expects to get
financing soon.
Funding Agencies
He said the "appropriate
agencies" to fund the corporation
would be the U.S. Office of
Education for the evaluation
component, and the New Mexico
Division of Voca tiona!
Rehabilitation, dnd t"1e U.S.
Department <If Labor for the
training 'umponent.
"T nave no doubt T'lf be able to
~P:,~e the money," :..rcDonnell said.
Peo),li... <~te 1:ned up to train
those in the program once the
corporation is funded, he said.
Training is planned in dress
designing, pottery and ceramics,
foreign car mechanics,
woodworking, tennis and
swimming instruction, and
magazine publication.
The people who are to
implement the training and
rehabiliLaLion programs are
''high I y sensitive, very
understanding individuals,"
McDonnell said. "They're social
minded, that's why they're
interested in training these
people."
Training, Placement
One of the men who is to train
people once the program is
funded is Fred Evangel, of
Evangel Potters, who hopes to
move his operation into a new
4000 square foot building next
week.
"He (Evangel) wants to take
eight people and train and employ
them, then train others for
placement elsewhere," McDonnell
said.
"I'm desperate for potters, for
trained help," Evangel said,

Conservation
The second in the UNM
Biology Department's
Conversation Roundtable series
will be today from noon to 1:30
p.m., rooms 231A and B, in the
Union.
Experts in New Mexico timber
production will speak and
questions from the audience will
be answered. The public is invitell
to the program.
There is no admission charge to
the Roundtable series, designed to
inform interested persons on
conservation subjects of
importance to the state.

Mixer
A mixer for residents of
Laguna and DeVargas halls
be
held Friday night in the basement
of De Vargas.

will

try

•

RENT A TUX!
$6.50
$10.00

S~·

FIRST AND GOLD

~--·-

-·--·----~-~

someone from the Model Cities
Project.
"The prospects here are
fabulous. The possibility of
training large numbers of people
and placing them is there, and all
we have to do is mobilize it
properly," McDonnell said.

. Dr. Lloyd Homme, director of
the Behavioral Science
Corporation, is also a consultant.
"We will try to use all the
modern methods of behavioral
science in speeding up training,"
McDonnell said.
Marty O'Brien, chairman of the
Work Employees Council, will be
consultant on mental patients;
Juan Vasquez, researcher for
Research and Evaluation under
the Narcotics Addiction
Rehabilitation Act, will be
consultant on addicts, and William
Bates of Saint Francis Xavier
Church will be a consultant on
convicts. There is no consultant
yet for alcoholics, but McDonnell
said he is hoping for help from

Program Consultants
McDonnell has help in his
corporation. His director of
training is Martha Lee Hook, a
consultant with the Institute for
Social Research and Development.
Among his consultants for the
program are Dr. John Loehr,
vice-president, and Dr. J. Tosti,
president, of the educational
division of Massey-Ferguson, Ltd.,
which develops self-instruction
college courses. McDonnell's
corporation wants to give
everyone in the program a college
education through such self-teach
methods.

247-434i

OKIE'S

104 BEER
Every Wed, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

BUTTERFIELD ... YOUR' PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

WHEN YOU'RE OUT
DRIVING AROUNDDROP IN AND SEE
OUR COLLECTION OF

A

~

llge blossonl
diamond rings

Ta~os

Tostodos
Frijoles

Sopaipillas
Burritos
Chilib•;rgers

Shop here for diamonds
watches and flne jewelry

OPEN
II A.M.
DAILY

23 I 2 CENTRAL SE
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OPPOSITE POPEJOY HALL.

en you've got a company
that's run by engineers, ·
this is ~tit looks like.
Four-fifths of our management
at Hughes-Fullerton are.
engineers. So we're techmcally
"
orierited.
As the chart sI1ows, 2~t 5·c'
of the staff are assigned
engineering or scientific tasks in
our field of large information
systems. Another 24% have
technical support assignments.
We're set up so that draftsmen
draft; technicians work at lab
benches; and engineers engineer.
J.l((;HNJC.11 5Ufronr
2 ttl~l~WliNG, StltnlifiC ~~~

To develop sophisticated
if1formation systems, we need a
wide range of technical disciplines.
This 1968 chart gives some idea of
our requirements. One man in
five has a Masters or Doctorate in
his specialty.

Many of our technical staff
continue graduate studies under
company-sponsored educational
programs. Each year, advanced
degrees arc earned this way.
Support for fellowship programs
has steadily increased. In 1959,
three Ph.D. and 15 M.S. Fellows
were supported by HughesFullerton. During the 1969/70
school year, 29 Ph.D. and 50 M.S.
Fellows are being supported.
s~
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Current activities include: phased-array frequency-scanning radar
systems; real-time general-pmpose computers; real-time
progr.amming and systems so~tw~re; displays; da.tayroccssing;
satellite and surface communtcations systems; missile systems;
and tactical command/control systems.
For more information on opportunities at Hughes-Fullerton in
Sou them California-and to arrange for an interview with Staff
representatives-contact your College Placement Office. Or write:
Mr. D. K. Horton, Supervisor, Engineering Staffi1;1g, •
Hughes-Fullerton, P.O. Box 3310, Fullerton, Cahforma 92634.

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus·
penders 1 Hllndk~rchief, Stud<, Cuff-

982-9918

explaining that his business is
b coming and ceramics is
becoming a big employment field
since the introduction of "space
age" ceramics.
Evangel said he is very
optimistic about the program.
"It's extremely satisfying to
create something," he said. ''This
kind of work probably has the
greatest therapeutic value of
anything."
"I want to turn these people
into professionals with
professional pay. Our program is
far more ambitious than anything
being done now. And it is
feasible," McDonnell said.
"When you turn out a foreign
car mechanic, you turn out a guy
who makes $8 an hour," he said.

LOOK
YOUR
BEST!

GOAT and TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT
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links, Tie and Bouttonnlere,

Canyon Road ·& Garcia
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Addicts, Alcoholics, Convicts, Mental Patients Learn Job Skills

It was also announced at the
Madaline Murray, famed
Baltimore athiest, has been meeting that Harry Reasoner, who
scheduled by the Speakers had been scheduled to appear this
Committee to give a lecture at week, had been cancelled.
UNM on Nov. lS.
The committee also announced
Mrs. Murray, committee Swami Vishnu-Devananda, will
chairman Ray Schowers said, is speak this Sunday on "Yoga to
well known for the drive she World Order and Peace." The
~;pearheaded
which eventually Swami's talk is scheduled for 8
resulted in a Supreme Court p.m. in the Union Ballroom, with
decision banning prayer in public students and faculty admitted
schools.
free.
Committee member Sandy
STEWARDESS
Pickens
announced receptions will
J. PREPARATORY COURSE
follow the lectures. She said the
.
NEW AT FLAIR
first 50students and faculty to
Stimulating • Adventurous
place their names in the Speakers
Glamorous
Committee box on the second
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
floor
of the Union will be
9801 Gandalaria NE 2911-5571
admitted to the receptions.

II Large
Lunch at OKIE'S t
Large Pizza • Large Piteher ol Beer !

--- ..

Ex- Patient Forms Self Help Company

Famous U.S. Atheist:
Will Lecture Nov. 18
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Lobo's Player of the Week

Can1pus Briefs
of part-time students, passed with elections comm1sswn will
supervise all future ASUNM
209 yes votes, and 92 no votes.
A record low turnout of 309
However, the second part of elections,
students yesterday voted, yes, on the second amendment, which
two constitutional amendments provided for the seating of four
Dorm Vote
and approved half of a third graduate students in the senate
An eRection on whether or not
amendment.
was voted down by 203 yeses and to have "escorted male entrance"
The amendment to establish a 106 nos. This measure failed by into the basement recreation
Graduate Student Union was only three votes to pass the room of Laguna Hall, the new
passed with 223 votes yes, and 87 needed two thirds margin.
women's dorm, will be held today
no votes as it cleared the two
Establishment of an elections in Hokona Hall.
thirds margin needed for approval. commission was the subject of the
The new procedure would
Amendment number two third amendment which passed apply 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Friday
included two parts. The first of with a yes vote of 253 and a no and Saturday nights and from 5
. these parts, providing for taxation vote of 56. The approved p.m. to 11 p.m. on Sunday nights.
Passage requires a simple
majority, and all dorm residents
are eligible to vote.
Welcome Lobos
Largest Selection
for All Your Car
*Poster Board
Movie
Care Needs
*Colored Papers
Comedy dominates tonight's
Visit
*Tempera ·Color
film showings by UNM La Societe
*Spray Paint
JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
du Cinema.
Fatty Arbuckle's "Close
*Glitter
SERVICE
Relations,"
Buster Keaton's "The
*Brushes
501 Yale· S.E.
Paleface,"
and
Keaton's "Buster
Discount Prices
(Just 5 blks. South
Keaton
Rides
Again," will be
of Central)
LANGELL'S
shown at 7 p.m. in the Union
2510 Central S.E.
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Theater.
Across From Johnson Gym
Per Gallon
Admission is by season
subscription or on a seats available
basis at 50 cents per person.
The films bring to UNM some
of the top comedy presentations
of the early days of American film
8 PLAZA HACIENDA, OLD TOWN
making. Both Arbuckle and
HAND CRAFTED EARRINGS
Keaton dominated humor in their
ZODIAC PENDANTS
days and modern film makers
have copied many of their
MANY GIFTS FROM MANY LANDS
. innovations.

Sports
Briefs

Referendum

Soccer
BARNSLEY, England
Detectives guarded Alan Ball,
manager of the Halifa.1t town
soccer team, after he had received
a death,, note in the mail Saturday.
The writer said Ball would be
killed with a dart dipped in
cyanide.
JAY MORRlSON, a swift nnd talented
defensive back from Long Beach, Calif~, is
this week's Player of the Week. Morrison
has been one of the moat consistent performers all •cason for the Wt>lfpack but
had his most brilliant game last Saturday
during UNM's 27.. 24 win over San Jose.
The junior intereepted 3 paases nnd mnde
an astonishing 16 tackles, ~8 of thorn unassisted.

WEDEL'YN

Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-free Glasses AdjustmentComplete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription

shi dorm

8 mi. from Taos Ski Valley
rates. : $2.00 witlt sleeping bag
$4-.00 for bed
meals & trans. to & from slopes

available
P.O. BOX 121 Arroyo Seco, N.M.
Phone (505) 776·2921, 4

~

Need Glasses?

1
;

Prescription Sunglasses

24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

CAS~X o£eTICAL
Cosey's Rexall Drug Store
255-6329

4312 Lomt~s NE

..

l.tmi.l:ul.

~

•

Moon Sample

Dr. Klaus Keil, UNM geologist
selected by NASA to investigate
lunar material brought back to
earth, is shown preparing a moon
rock sample for analysis .

~i\if
Nnurmbrr 1n

Expert Will Speak
On Yoga Methods
One of the foremost Yoga
experts in the world, Swami
Vishnu-Devananda, will be at
UNM Nov. 9, at 8 p.m., in the
Union Ballroom.
Vishnu is the second in the
Speaker's Series of the Associated
Students. A reception will be held
after his talk at the International
Center on campus, with seating
limited to the first 50 persons
making reservations. Reservations
can be made with the Speaker's
Committee on the second floor of
the Student Union.
Swami Vishnu·Devananda
started the Sivananda Yoga
Vedanta Centre in Montreal in
1958 and established the Yoga
Camp in Val Morin in the
Laurentian Mountains.
He is a close disciple of the
Indian saint H.H. Sri Swami
Sivananda Maharaj and entered
the Order of the Divine Life
Society when he was 18.
He is the author of the book,
"The Complete Illustrated Book
of Yoga."
His talk is open to the public
free of charge.

Trend $ ~ Shop
WINRDCK

NCB HILL

FASHIONS FOR YOUNG MEN

r:ralk§ {iiree·to·GButtoJ:L
~ts Pashioll. ~9
GJ?ight OJ:L the CJ3utfoJ:L
This is the true fashion Suits and
Sport Coats ... the three-to-button
Double Breasted, decidedly shaped)
aggressively lapeled, deeply vented.
We show them in a variety of
colors and patterns. To show
yourself best, this is the looh.

Thursday, Nov. 6
lt<Mrds Office; Union, ltoom 253; 1 p.m.
Assoc!ntc<l Women Students: Union,
IW<>tn 231 ll·C: 3:30 p.m.
Gamma Sigm4 Si~:ma l'lcd~tcs; Union,
ltoom 23l·D; G p.m.
Spuro: Union, ltoom 231-E: 6 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union, ltoom 230;
6:30 p.m.
l'hotor:rt~phy Club or UNM; Union,
Room 231·ll: G:30 p.m.
As:<ocintcd Women Studenta J~x..,uuv~
llonrd; Union, ltoom 231-C; '1 p.m.
Cht+istittn Seicnc~ Org"nnizntion; l1t1fot1,
l<oom 2113; 7 p.m.
;:: >J'P·=
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NEW
LOCATION

L.BLACK

SUITS
Stripes and Checks
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The antelope in the right of this picture looks puzzled but
there's no puzzle why sophomore Linda Jackson is this
week's Lobo Lovely. Linda, a 19-year old biology major,' is a
graduate of Albuquerque's Del Norte High School and is a

LINDA JACKSON

member of Alpha Chi

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

By BARBARA MORGAN

Worn,n 1s Sporb Writ«

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

The UNM women's field
hockey team will square off with
the Sandia High hockey team for
a game today on Zimmerman
Field. The field hockey team is a
relatively new enterprise. on the
campus but it is entering the spirit
of local and conference
competition with enthusiasm.
After playing Sandia, the
hockey team will travel to Fort
Collins, Colo., to participate in
the Intermountain Field Hockey
Sports Day. There they will
compete against teams from
Colorado, Arizona, Utah, and
Wyoming.
Later in November, the team
will go to Las Cruces to
participate in an invitational meet
at New Mexico State.

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

This year's team, sponsored by
Miss Bond and Miss Ruff of the
Physical Education Department,
consists of twenty enthusiastic
nlayers. Fourteen of the team
members make up the traveling
team that competes in road
competition.

a Little!"
How? Cash-value life insurance lets you do
your own thing. Ready cash .when y~m nee.d.it.
Protection when you need 1t. Spec.al pollc1es
for seniors and graduate students. We'll take
the risk. You have the fun. Live a Littlel Our
College Representative can show you how.

.J

$45T0$60
.Y

'·c

Bruce G. Muhr

lftC. Cut:, Shampoo, & Set

PJ!RMANENT WAVE
!nc. Cut., Shampoo, & Set
$12.50
Lizzie lllncl<

Southwestern l-ife

'

Fully Experlonccd Opcral<lr

At ft ®Ibt
associated students bookstore

m

Popejoy

Hall

THIRTY-EIGHTH SEASON
Concert November 6-8: 15 p.m.
DENIS M. de COTEAU
guest conductor
MARl TSUMURA, violinist
guest soloist ·

Symphony Espagnol-Lalo
Nocturnes~ Debussy
Symphony # ·4-.Dvorak

(formerly neross from tho UnlvcrsHY)

SPORT COATS
Solids and Stripes

Juprrhurk.a (qulf.-prirr)
i\rt ilnnks

P1·ogram

s;'

telephone 255·9393
• Permanent Waving
• Hair Cutting
• Hair Coloring
BODY WAVE
$9.50

~meut.aqtrts

Women's field hockey at UNM

Ill Amherst NE

$79.50

Omeg~~a~.$~~~~~~~~~~

women's
sports

.

i

Bf!,A UTY SHOPJ.

1lternrb.a

PHONE NO.

247-1051

Remaining Tickets--$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50
UNM Students-¥2 Price
Tel.-242-7182

r
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journ~lism Building. Room
mum ( $1,40) per time run. If ad is to
159 ft
f hl ·
run five or more consecutive days with
• n ernoons Pre ern y. or mail.
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Clnssified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement,

1)

PERSONALS

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop 7 A limited number of people are being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277·2103 for appointment. 11/6

USED 1D69 BMW 2002. White with blue
i:aterior. 18JOOO miles;. very good condi ..
tlon. Contact Gerhard Motors, 255-6549.
'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 888, Loaded.
New tires. $1260, 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monaco, four door hardtop,
$1750. 243-0316. 11/7

SHOP for your Christmas gifls at the
Sf!:IRE LEATHER SHOP. Panls, skirm,
slurm, vests. NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4

200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 11/27

YOU arc cordially invit.ed to celebrate 40th
Anniversary of Great Crash. But economist J. K. Galbraith foresees no party , ..
only distu1•bi'ng .similaritie:; in today's
market that Invite unhappy returns of
the day. R.S.V.P. this month's HARPER'S MAGAZINE, America's first
Monthly. On sale now.
ROOM & BOAHD FREE. Private kitchen
nnd bath and $16 exchange for babysitting. Five nights per week. Call 242-2445,
11;10

2)

LOST&;FOUND

FOUND: leather cnse with key on lawn
outside Sara neynolds Hall, morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
LOST Wed, night in the university area:
black, female kitten with olive green
<'Y<D, about six months old. No collar.
Reward. 842-6418.
LOS'l': NOTEBOOK, MATH 266. Plea.Ge
eall Dava Thomas, 242-6424. Reward.
11/10
LOST: 61! American Jmra"troopom. C!RCUMSTANCI':S: gach one traded for
12.6 NVA". PLACg: Hrunburgcr Hill,
now abandoned. Survivinf!' buddies se:ek
exvlanntion of ••gallant victory in their
Letters From Hamburger Hill . • • in
this monthR HARPERS MAGAZINE
America's Fimt Monthly. On uala now:
FOUND: ••• eight years later, your child
"hood irlot. Pop·roek critic:.; view Elvb in
Vl•J.!us and rins~ up loads of ll'mons. In
this month'!! HARPER'S MAGAZINE,
Americn's Firat Monthly. On snle now.

3)

SERVICES

llWN!NG-humane rate.•, pickup and delivery. llagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6
TYPING SERVICE: theses, term papers
dissertations. RensonnbJc rate;. Dori~
Jnclwon 296-2548. 11/6
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or night.
My home-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 2420439. ll/7
WILL SIT your small child nnd pnrk your
ear. 1G2ii Romn NE. ll/21
NI;BDED: SINCERB student n~tivists, Disf'ontt·nted rouUt driven by idea.3, not
boredom. l'racticai visionaries with p]anr.
to rebuild what they destroy. Will enouvh
step forward before the alienation ~
('Omes too complete to be produetivc 'l
l'rof. John W. Aldridtm analyzes the
ddemma-nnd YOUR role in it~in The
Conntry of th(' Young. In this mr>nth's
HAI(Pl'}ll.'S MAGAZINE. On snle no,Y.

5)

Original Mexican Foods
Eat In or Take Out
11:00 A.M. to 9:00P.M. Daily
5016-B Lomas Blvd. N.E.
268·0974
265-9952

Goody~ar . Aerospace

Co1·porutian, AriPh;Ysics (BS, MS,

~ona DlVlS1Dn-EE,
PhD) ME (BS, MS)
Union Carbide Co:rporntion.........Chemicals
& Plastics Division-ChE. ME, EE & 01'ganic Chemistry (BS, MS)

Thursday, November 6
Incorpol'ated-IE
~~D)ME, ChE, Metallurgical E. (BS, Ms;

Texas

Instruments,

JIIARTIN 0·18 r-uitar with soft shoJI ens<',
cxoellent condition. ~180. 277-a468. 11/6
196~ ,cnm;sLER ~EWPORT. Great condltmnJ .tur conditioning, 2 spkr~ radio ..
344-3654 after 4 pm,
FO.!!- SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
WJth extended front end, ctlStem seat,
bar and tank set up, Top end :recently
~orked over. Needs a. few ve.ry minor
JObs done. $218. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after G p.m. Mon•
day through ThUI'!lday and Sunday after•
noon.

Vol. 73

Ouhe Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories

Atlantic Richfield, Los Ange),,. Division
.....CIIE, 111E, l!:E (BS, MS)
Area Chemical Company-1117 (BS)
San Francisco Bay Naval ShipyardME, EE, CE, Nuc.E, Gen.E CDS, MS)
Texaco-ChE, CE, EE, ME (BS, MS)

2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

5250 lomas Blvd. NE
Phone 877-1 034

Buck's :ry Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

FOR SALE: Salt, $30 n cup. Where?
Biafra. Novelist Herb.rt Gold records his
impressiDns of a people half-mad !rom
stn.rvation and bombings, In this month's
H A R P E R' S MAGAZINE, America's
~'irst Monthly. On sale now.

EMPLOYMENT

GIRL OR GUY to sew clothes. Shiro
Leather Shop, NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria on the patio. ll/6
WANTED: Advertising Manager for small
newspaper to \VOrk O'n commission only.
Call 208-9541. 11/7
CAN USE two undergraduate men, with
car to help in my work. 25 hr.-$66.91 to
start. Cnll Friday 3-6 p.m. only, 247-9003.
11'6
JOB OPPORTUNITY: Mayor. Over n
dozen vacancies created this year by
voluntary drop outs. Qualifications: thiclc
skin. endle:m patienee. Degree in Con ...
frontation~ Minor in Jaw and order nlso
heh>ful. Interested? Meet four retiring
H A R P E R' S MAGAZINE, America's
First Monthly. On sale now.

7)

•·e11t
II next

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
Suddenly SHE was caughtup in a whirlpool of desires.

Faculty members, including some on the powerful FPC, have termed
Heady's and the Regents' action a direct threat to academic freedom.
Several of them have also questioned whether or not Heady or the
Regents exceeded their power.
The discussion tomorrow, however, will center around
"philosophical" reasons for releasing the Quarterly, Marion Cottrell,
chairman of the FPC, said.
Cottrell, in a letter to the Regents, setting forth the views of the FPC
concerning the issue, said the issue had become controversial partly
because of the lack of clear guidelines of responsibility in the past.

Would HE take her

ALL
THE WAY
DOWN For Adults Only
tt
-:,$

1'
d

1:25

2:45
4:05
2

s. s

•

~ii<eiE~s

. :.0

Stud~nfs $1.50

12:05 3111 Central NE . .

now you can SEE
anything you want

6 ,45
8:05
9:25
10:45

IJDUL'rCDIDOO
.

starrmg

'

Exacerbate Situation
It was these "inadequacies" that have exacerbated the situation, he
said.
"If any inadequacies exist, they exist in the lack of specific policy
statements or procedural guidelines from the faculty, administration,
and Regents. Toward this end, the FPC has approved the establishment
of an ad hoc faculty-administration-student committee to review in a
prospective way and to make policy and procedural recommendations
to the faculty which then will be submitted for the Regents' approval."
Cottrell's letter explains the purpose of the committee is to study
the responsibility of and clarify the "present functions of the
Publications Committee together with the broader proportions of
trying to formulate University policy with respect to learned
publications, to make recommendations for maintaining quality
without stifling controversy; and particularly to give consideration to
the problem of professional security of faculty who may be editors,
authors, or artists of work which might be construed as controversial."

·RDTAUJ'lltA.NT"
.
ARlO GUTHRIE
COLOR by DeLuxe

l..!!Jf-=;~·

'LOBO

LAST DAY

265-4759

fiiXto
f l•ttlllthe
lilt• lobo
fiiXtheater
3003 CEN.N.E.
FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations &Tailoring

He made evil an art ..
KEiR SENTA LILLI
DULLEA •BERGER · PALMER

7~15

- 9:35

DOH PAMCHO'S

!

210BCOORALSE./247·-4t4

I 0% Student Discount

255-2700

Wed. & Thur• .9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
. 2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1349 San Mateo S.E.

Fried Chicken Spe.eial

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

.

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --liMES STARTING
-~--

59c

Eat in our l~rge dining room or. ·take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-:Call 242·7340

No. 39

The fate of UNM's erstwhile literary magazine, the New Mexico Quarterly,
and the establishment of a separate graduate ·student government may be
decided at the University Regents meeting tomorrow.
The question of whether or not the Regents should release the Quarterly
was placed on the Regents agenda by the Faculty Policy Committee (FPC)
after the two groups met informally last Friday.
Distribution Stopped
Distribution of the Quarterly was stopped by UNM President Ferrel Heady
last summer because it contained allegedly obscene material. Heady's order was
later upheld by the Regents.

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

MISCELLANEOUS

ANNOUNCEMENT: The 1969 Chutzpah
l:up r:oes to .•• T.ed Sorensen (1) For
writing hlmscl~ into the Kennedy lCJ!end
on behalf of hiS N.Y. Senate campaism.
(2) For J.~ho3ting, then criticizing l'JMK's
Chappaquhldlck speech. David Halbcr·
stam elucidates nt pr~entntion ceremoniM .... in this month•a HARPER'S
111AGAZINE, Amcrie"'s First 1\lonthly.
On sale now*

Friday, November 7, 1969

Question of Distribution

TWO small wooden ART CASES with
handles, $2 each; one ]arge metal painting or drawing case with handle, $3: one
lnrge drawing board wlth handle nnd cup,
$3.50. Call weekends or after 9 p,m. daily
265·6548.

6)

.... , .

Regents Will Decide
Fate of NMQ, GSA

$1.oo a.day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

1967 M::;:U;;:S::T::-A:::N:-::G:-,-,:172,-:-0:::00:--m-::il:-es-.-L:-i,.-ke-n-ew
298-4878. See anytime. Mel Daniels. 11/ll
1968 HONDA SCRAMBLER 125--excellent
cond. 2 heln~ets. $325. 243-0846. 11/10
1965 TRIUMPH 650 cc. Call 842-1816 or
842-9842 between 6-10. 11/12

•

;_ '
;

'

RODGERS & CO. INC.

RENT-A-

~1/6

COUNTRY BARN

'

MEXI~co

FORSALE

LIGHTBUJ,BS on sale by Phi Delta Theta'
Will deliver. L<t the Phi Delfs light
your way. 243·0066.

.

NEW

SILVI;\NO'S
RESTAURANT

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

PERFECT GTO. 1968 auto, beautiful white
with white, new 6 ply Polyglnss, Must sell,
near wholesale, before Fri. 265-3585. Ext.

69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm
205, Journalism Bldg,
'

SENIOR-De sure and have your class
picture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 2775743 to ,SChedule it at your convenience.
GUAYMAS-SAN CARLOS: Trip planned
by ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
during Christmas and semester breaks.
Interested? Come to our next meeting,
Friday, November 7, 7 P.M., Hospitality
Room of First National Bank BuildingEast, or call 842-9210. 11/7

Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies will visit the Center
to intervi~w candidntes for nositions-;

ROYAL
STANDARD TYPEWRITER
$60, 620 Santa. Fe, SE, before noon:
Bruce Moffitt. 11/6

DEADLINE for inserting cln.•sified 3:30
P.m.-will go in ni!Xt day's Lobo"

Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants
Fringe J ackcts, Fringe Vests 1 and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.

Recruiting U

Geology, PhysiCB & Che.m, (DS, li!S, PhD)
(P!ID) Accountmg, Business Admm•stmtion (DBA)
C~E.

ENClOSED$._ _ __.._._.

Pl1A.CED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

No Lack of Confidence
He added, however, the establishment of the committee to study
publications policy should not be construed as a lack of confidence in
the present Publications Committee. "We believe that the committee
functioned responsibly and that its actions were consistent with its
practice in its advisory role to the University Press.
"As the decisions (about what were to be included in the Quarterly)
were not arrived at in a capricious, unfair, or arbitrary manner, the FPC
requests that the Regents of UNM now allow the distribution of the
winter-spring issue of the New Mexico Quarterly."
The issue of the Quarterly was to be its last because of financial
difficulties.
Expect Approval
The proposal for a separate Graduate Student Association (GSA) is
expected to be approved by the Regents on the strength of an FPC
recommendation and Faculty Senate vote, both of which approved the
idea last month. A proposed constitution for the group was approved
by a vote of graduate students earlier this year.
,
1 The GSA, if approved, would begin functioning in the spring
semester. Its purpose is to provide a "vehicle for graduate students to
have a voice in the affairs of UNM," Cottrell said.
The separate government is supported by the Graduate Student
Council (GSC) and opposed by the Graduate Student Union (GSU).
"Special Problems"
Dick Elliot, head of the GSC, said the separate governing agency is
necessary because graduate students "have special problems which
cannot be solved within the framework of the current ASUNM
government."
He added that the ASUNM government has been "unresponsive" to
graduate problPms in the past.
Bill Turner, a leader in the GSU, said he was against the idea of a
separate graduate government, but he woul~ not actively fi%~t a~ainst
the idea. He added however, that he would hke to see a prmtJston 111 the
GSA constitution which would allow graduate students a·choice as to
whether they would be members of the GSA or ASUNM.
.
Elliot said the only "real~> problem he forsaw 111 setting up the GSA
would be in establishing procedures whereby the two student
governments could provide mutual cooperation.
.
"It will take some time to provide an equitable (financial)
agreement but I think in the future ASUNM will get more money from
us than (gr'aduate students have paid in) in the past."
Hear Resolution
The Regents will also hear a resolu~ion from the Student Senate to
sever relations with .the Western Athletic Conference (WAC).
The resolution, which will be presented by Senator Frank Lihn, asks
UNM's withdrawal from the WAC or expulsion of Brigham Young
University from the conference. It says the continued presence of the
Mormon owned school "continually creates situations whereby the
Mormon Church's religious freedom is incompatible with the civil rights
of other athletic participants." ,
The Senate passed the resolution unanimously at a meeting Oct. 29;
Copies of the resolution were sent to all member schools of the WAC,
and the WAC council. The WAC council at a meeting earlier this week
discussed the BYU problem but did not take any action in the matter.

Policy Committee Chairman Marion Cottrell

AAUP
Statement
Criticizes
O'Donnell
Report

A position statement that criticizes the
"O'Donnell Report" as "rejecting
democratic organization" in the university
was adopted Tuesday by the UNM chapter
of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP).
The statement termed the report
prepared by New Mexico Senator William
O'Donnell for the New Mexico Legislature's
universities investigating committee a
"dangerous and surprising document. n
Restriction of academic freedom, and the
excluding of faculty member's from helping
choose new faculty would jeopardize UNM's
accredation with the North Central
AccrediLing. Association, according to the
·
statement.
.
"Expectation, Condition''
l!Academic freedom and tenure. as

expressed in UNM's faculty handbook, and
long practiced on its campus, is an
expectation and a condition of continued
good standing with the (North Central)
Association."
"O'Donnell wants administrative officers
to decide who are qualified teachers in the
various disciplines as well as put limits on
what should be taught. His model is that of a
dictatorship; the single leader, (the
University President), the bureaucrats who
carry out orders (the Administration), and
the masses (faculty and student) who obey
these orders."
....
The "major defect" of the O'Donnell
report is its failure to "specify" what
practices at the state's universities are "being
found fault with."
"Vague Language"
"He is evidently using this vague language
because he can point to no misconduct
beyond disagreement with some of his own
points of view." It is evident he does not like
liberals, AAUP members or
"troublemakers."
O'Donnell refers to what he considers
"disturbing practices without saying what
these were." He charges university
administrators with failure to lead in setting
up counter forces in order that the
University progress in sound directions
without "any clue as to what he is
proposing."
The AAUP report objects to O'Donnell's
criticism of faculty assistance in choosing
new faculty members, and department
heads.
"Best Qualified"
"The faculty in each discipline
constitutes the group best qualified, in fact
the only group which is qualified, to
evaluate the qualifications of incoming
faculty in their departments."
"The report shows no awareness of the
major changes in authority relationships that
are going on in higher education in
America."
The AA UP report said the desire "to
bring about changes is not a valid criterior.
for evaluating faculty in any respectable
institution of higher learning in any
democratic faculty in the world. The major
criteria is teaching and research
perforrr.ance.
"Compromise Aim"
"Whether one is conservative or radical,
passivist or activist is wholly irrelevant, to
have it otherwise is to seriously compromise
the aim of a university."
The O'Donnell report criticized "the
practice of holding ad hoc faculty
meetings." The AAUP. ·report responded
with the statement that "given our
constitutionally protected freedom of
assembly, ·such meetings · cannot be
prevented by law."

